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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method and an apparatus for enhancing fluid mixing. The 
method comprises the following: (a) configuring a duct to 
have an effective outer wall, an effective inner wall, a 
cross-sectional shape, a first cross-sectional area and an exit 
area, the first cross-sectional area and the exit area being 
different in size; (b) generating a first flow at the first 
cross-sectional area, the first flow having a total pressure and 
a speed equal to or greater than a local speed of sound; and 
(c) generating a positive streamwise pressure gradient in a 
second flow in proximity of the exit area. The second flow 
results from the first flow. Fluid mixing is enhanced down- 
stream from the duct exit area. 
31 Claims, 19 Drawing Sheets 
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MIXING ENHANCEMENT USING AXIAL 
FLOW 
Performance of ejectors depends on the rapidity of mixing 
between the motive fluid and the fluid entrained into the 
ejector. In aircraft engines, where ejectors are often used for 
This invention was made with Government support noise reduction, mixing enhancement between the engine 
under Grant No. NAG-1-1729, awarded by NASA. The 5 exhaust (which acts as the motive fluid) and the ambient air 
Government has certain rights in this invention. entrained into the ejector is accomplished typically via lobe 
mixers. As discussed above, lobe mixers penalize engine 
performance. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
In industrial fluid pumping applications, ejectors rarely 
employ mechanical mixers, relying instead on the natural 
mixing between motive and entrained fluids, Mechanical 
comp~exity, manufacturing costs, and maintenance expenses 
of the pump. Thus, there is a current need for an effective 
15 mixing enhancement scheme which is geometrically simple 
and easy to implement for use in ejector pumps. 
Therefore, there is a current need for a simple and efficient 
mixing enhancement scheme which is easy to implement 
and maintain for use in ejectors, 
The efficiency of chemical lasers depends on the com- 
pleteness of mixing between the reactant gases used for 
lasing. Each of the reactant gases enters the laser cavity via 
an injector, Since the gases enter at supersonic speeds, 
mixing is very slow, Enhancing the mixing of gases in this 
with installation of a mechanical mixer on each injector 
is impractical due to the large number of injectors, 
Therefore, there is a current need for an effective mixing 
enhancement scheme having simple geometric shapes to 
improve performance of chemical lasers. 
In several materials processing schemes, a molten metal 
is atomized into spray droplets by the action of a pressurized 
gaseous jet, then deposited on a surface according to a 
specified pattern. Mixing enhancement of the gaseous jet 
facilitates the atomization process. Mixing enhancement is 
35 also needed in a variety of spray coating applications, where 
fine atomization of the coating liquid enables homogeneous 
deposition. Because the dimensions of jet nozzles used in 
spray depositions are very small, installation of mechanical 
mixers is impractical. 
Therefore, there is a current need for a simple and efficient 
1. Field of the Invention 
The Present invention generally to mixing 
enhancement between two or more fluids, at least one of the 
particularly, it to mixing enhancement in 
injectors, sprays, chemical lasers, inside the exhaust duct of 
turbine engines, outside the exhaust duct of jet engines, and 
other related applications. 
fluids being a gas under pressure. More mixers are avoided because they would increase the 
2. Description of Related Art 
Mixing enhancement is desirable in a large variety of 
processes and devices, including combustion, propulsion, 
fluid pumping, chemical lasers, materials processing, and 
spray coating. 
In every and Oxidizer must be 
mixed and in the correct proportion before 
reaction takes place. Otherwise, combustion is incomplete, 
leading to reduced efficiency and excessive production Of 25 
pollutants. Complete mixing is often difficult because of the 
limited space and/or time available for the reactants to mix 
thoroughly. This difficulty is augmented in cases when the 
velocity of the flow inside the combustion chamber is high 
subsonic (e.g., Mach number M=0.8), sonic (M=l), or 
supersonic (M,l), because mixing is suppressed with 30 
increasing Mach number. 
To overcome the above difficulty in large-scale combus- 
tion systems, prior art mixing enhancement devices such as 
swirlers, ramps, and lobe mixers are incorporated in injec- 
tors for fuel and/or oxidizer. However, these mechanical 
mixers decrease the momentum of the flow, thus compro- 
mise the penetration of the reactants into the combustion 
zone. Penetration, which is proportional to the fluid 
momentum, is crucial in many combustion schemes. 4o 
Because mechanical mixers increase the fluid resistance of 
20 
system2 
the injector, higher pumping power must be used to deliver mixing enhancement scheme which is easy to imp1ement 
the Same amount of reactant, Furthermore, mechanical mix- and maintain for in 'pray deposition devices. 
ers cause total pressure losses which in turn cause decreased 
In small-scale combustion applications, such as in a enhancing fluid mixing, The method comprises the follow- 
piston cylinder of a diesel engine, mechanical mixers would ing: (.) configuring a duct to have an effective outer wall, an 
be very costly to install and maintain because of their effective inner wall, a cross-sectional shape, a first cross- 
complex shapes. sectional area and an exit area, the first cross-sectional area 
Therefore, there is a current need for a simple and efficient so and the exit area being different in size; (b) generating a first 
mixing enhancement scheme which is easy to implement flow at the first cross-sectional area, the first flow having a 
and maintain for use in both large-scale and small-scale total pressure and a speed equal to or greater than a local 
combustion applications. speed of sound; and (c) generating a positive streamwise 
In jet propulsion systems, it is often required to reduce jet pressure gradient in a second flow in proximity of the exit 
noise by enhancing fluid mixing between the jet exhaust and 5s area. The second flow results from the first flow. Fluid 
the ambient air or, in the case of certain turbofan engines, by mixing is enhanced downstream from the duct exit area. 
enhancing mixing between the core stream and the fan 
stream inside the exhaust duct. The same mixing also 
reduces the thermal signature of the jet exhaust. The typical 
device used for mixing inside or at the exit of the exhaust of 60 tion. 
the engine is the lobe mixer. Although lobe mixers can 
provide adequate mixing, they reduce thrust and increase the 
weight and complexity of the engine. The thrust reduction is 
particularly severe when the engine exhaust is supersonic. 
and efficient mixing enhancement scheme which is easy to 
implement and maintain for use in jet propulsion systems. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
system efficiency and, in propulsion devices, loss Of thrust. 4s The present invention is a method and an apparatus for 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 illustrates a first embodiment of the Present inven- 
FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate different cross-sectional 
shapes of the duct of the present invention. 
FIGS. 2C and 2D relate to the definition of the exit area 
of the duct. 
FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3C illustrate the range of the total 
pressure pt for which fluid mixing enhancement occurs for 
the system of FIG. 1. 
Therefore, there is a current need for a simple, lightweight 65 
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FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating the operating range of the 
pressure ratio pJpa for mixing enhancement as a function of 
the area size ratio A e / k i n .  
FIG, 5 illustrates a second embodiment of the present 
invention. 
FIGS. 6A through 6D illustrate the range of the total 
101. From area 12 to area 14, the duct 101 is converging. 
From area 14 to area 18, the duct 101 is diverging. 
The duct 101 comprises an effective outer wall 105, an 
effective inner wall 107, a cross sectional area A, at area 14, 
5 and an exit area Ae at area 18. The cross sectional area A, 
and the exit area Ae are different in size' 
the duct 101 is caused by the shape of the effective outer wall 
105. Equivalently, this feature can also be caused by the 
shape of the effective inner wall 107, or by both effective 
walls, 
The effective walls 105, 107 can be either rigid or fluid. 
For example, the effective inner wall can be formed by a 
centerbody, or by an outer wall of a fluid stream nozzle. In 
15 such cases, the effective inner wall is rigid. The effective 
Inner wall can also be formed by a boundary of a fluid 
stream, in which case, it is fluid. A portion of either one or 
both of the effective walls can be formed by a transversal 
flow which shapes that portion of the effective wall. A 
transversal flow is defined as an external flow which is 
The cross-sectiona~ shape of the duct 101 can be annular 
or oblong, If it is annular as shown in FIG, 2A, then the 
effective outer wall 105 corresponds to the outer surface So 
and the effective inner wall 107 corresponds to the inner 
surface Si. 
If the cross-sectional shape of the duct 101 is oblong as 
shown in FIG. 2B, then the effective outer wall 105 corre- 
sponds to the upper surface S, and the effective inner wall 
3o 107 corresponds to the lower surface S,. In the case where 
represents the longitudinal sectional view of either one 
oblong duct 101, or at least two different oblong ducts. If 
FIG. 1 represents the longitudinal sectional view of one 
35 oblong duct 101, then the midline of the cross-sectional area 
of the oblong duct 101 has an angle greater than 180 degrees. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION If FIG. 1 represents the longitudinal sectional view of at 
In the following description, for purposes of explanation, least two different oblong ducts, then the lower part of FIG. 
numerous details are set forth in order to provide a thorough 1 represents a different oblong duct, oppositely located from 
understanding of the present invention. However, it will be 4o the duct 101. 
apparent to one skilled in the art that these specific details For the case where the lower part of FIG. 1 represents a 
are not required in order to practice the present invention. different oblong duct, then the Same flow generator 103 or 
The present invention is a method and a system for fluid a different flow generator can be used to generate a flow in 
mixing enhancement. The system employs simple and com- the lower duct. The configuration of the lower duct and the 
pact geometric shapes, and is applicable to high-speed flows, 45 generated flow in the lower duct satisfy the same conditions 
where mixing enhancement is most difficult to achieve. The for mixing enhancement as the upper duct. 
system of the present invention uses injection of an axial Referring to FIG. 2B, the midline divides the cross- 
flow to destabilize, at a desired location, the axial flow itself sectional shape into the upper surface s, and the lower 
and/or a fluid stream adjacent to the axial flow. surface S,. The midline is defined as the line of maximum 
The present invention can be practiced in two modes. In so length which is equidistant from the upper surface S, and the 
the first mode, the present invention generates an appropri- lower surface S,. The distance used in determining the 
ate flow to enhance mixing of fluid in a fluid stream which equidistant property is measured along a line normal to the 
is surrounded by the flow or is adjacent to the flow. The flow midline. The lines h and h, are examples of such a 
is also called the coflow. In the second mode, the present distance. Hereinafter, the oblong shape is defined as a shape 
invention generates a flow at certain predetermined condi- 55 which satisfies the relation L/hmaX2l.5 where Lis  the length 
tions to induce self-excitation and fluid mixing. In the of the midline and h, is the maximum height of the shape. 
second mode, there is no separate fluid stream, just the flow In the present invention, the duct exit area Ae is defined 
acting as both the coflow and the fluid stream. Both modes as a duct cross-sectional area which includes the duct 
arise from the same fluid dynamics phenomenon. location at which a flow inside the duct has first contact with 
The system of the present invention comprises a duct and 60 an ambient or with a fluid stream. 
a flow generator. Aduct configured according to the method Referring to FIG. 2C, if the duct 101 of FIG. 1 is annular 
of the present invention can have various shapes. To f a d -  (as shown in FIG. 2A) and the effective inner wall 107 
tate the description of the present invention, several duct recesses from the effective outer wall 105, then the exit area 
shapes will be discussed in detail. It is noted that the present Ae is as shown in FIG. 2C. This exit area Ae, which lies in 
invention is not limited to these duct shapes. 65 the plane normal to both the effective inner and outer walls, 
FIG. 1 illustrates a first embodiment of the present inven- contains the location on the effective inner wall 107 at which 
tion. FIG. 1 shows an exemplary converging-diverging duct the duct flow has first contact with a fluid stream 199. 
pressure Pt for which fluid mixing enhancement occurs for 
the system of FIG. 5 .  
the Operating range Of the 
pressure ratio pJpa for mixing enhancement as a function of 
the area size ratiosAe/&in and &mIAe, where Ae is the exit 
area, Amin is the minimum area, and A m a x  is the maximum 
area ofthe ConVerging-diverging-COnVerging duct of FIG. 5 .  
FIG. 8 is a third embodiment of the present invention. 
FIG. 9 illustrates a fourth embodiment of the present 
invention. 
FIG, 
FIG. 11 illustrates a sixth embodiment of the present 
invention. 
FIG. 12 illustrates a first ejector of the present invention. 
FIG. 13 illustrates a second ejector of the present inven- 
FIG. 14 is an inverted ejector which includes the embodi- 
FIG. 15 is a system which includes the embodiment of 
FIGS. 16A and 16B present experimental results on the 
AS shown in 1, the converging-diverging feature Of 
is a graph 
is a fifth embodiment of the present invention, 
2o injected at an angle or normal to the flow inside the duct. 
tion. 
ment of FIG. 1 of the present invention. 
FIG. 1 of the present invention. 
system illustrated by FIG. 8. 
images of the system illustrated by FIG. 10. 
FIG, 18 is a graph of centerline Mach number as a 
function of axial distance for the flows of FIGS, 1 7 ~  and 
17B. 
25 
FIGS, 1 7 ~  and 1713 present experimental schlieren the cross-sectional shape of the duct 101 is oblong, FIG. 1 
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Referring to FIG. 2D, if the duct 101 of FIG. 1 is oblong wise pressure gradient dpidx is negative. Downstream from 
(as shown in FIG. 2A) and the effective inner wall 107 this area, the streamwise pressure gradient dpidx is positive. 
protrudes past the effective outer wall 105, then the exit area As the value of pt is increased to be closer to the upper 
Ae is as shown in FIG. 2D. This exit area Ae, which lies in threshold fl*P,, the shock moves tOward the exit area. 
the plane normal to both the effective inner and outer walls, s Mixing enhancement Occurs for this range of values of Pt. 
contains the location on the effective outer wall 105 at which FIG. 3C illustrates the case of pt equal to the upper 
the duct flow has first contact with an ambient fluid 197. threshold fl*P,. At this value of P,, the shock is located at the 
duct exit area. Downstream from the minimum area &in, 
the flow is supersonic (i.e., M>l). The streamwise pressure apply throughout the description of the present invention. gradient dpidx is negative throughout the inside of the duct. 
‘3 the flow generator lo3 generates a Mixing enhancement ceases for pt equal to or greater than 
flow 2 near the converging area 12. The flow 2 is subsonic, this upper threshold o * ~ , ,  
i.e., it has a velocity smaller than the local speed of sound. FIG, 4 is a graph illustrating the operating range of the 
The flow generator 103 Pressurizes the subsonic flow2. Due pressure ratio pJp, for mixing enhancement as a function of 
to the ConfiWation of the duct 101 and the Pressure Pro- the area size ratio AJMmi,. Referring to FIG. 4, the upper 
vided by the flow generator 103, the subsonic flow 2 is curve represents fl, and the lower curve represents a .  Mixing 
accelerated toward area 14. When the subsonic flow 2 enhancement occurs for values of pressure ratio pJp, which 
reaches area 14, it results in a sonic flow 4. Flow 4 is sonic, are between the two curves. The two curves are calculated 
i.e., it has a velocity equal to the local speed of sound. using established techniques for inviscid one-dimensional 
The sonic flow 4 is accelerated towards the exit area 18, flow and for separated ~ o z z l e  flow. The graph of FIG. 4 also 
resulting in flow 6 near the diverging area 16, and in flow 8 2o includes some points (marked as “start”, “best, and “end”) 
at the exit area 18. Flow 8 is exhausted into the ambient, obtained from laboratory experimental results. These experi- 
Flow 6 is subjected to a positive streamwise pressure mental results verify the theoretical derivations of the two 
gradient at area 16. Area 16 is in the proximity of the exit curves a and fl. 
area 18. The configuration of the duct 101, the sonic flow 4 FIG. 5 illustrates a second embodiment of the present 
at area 14, and the positive streamwise pressure gradient at 25 invention. FIG. 5 shows a longitudinal sectional view of an 
area 16 facilitate enhancement of fluid mixing downstream exemplary converging-diverging-converging duct 501. 
from the exit area 18. From area 23 to area 25, the duct 501 is converging. From 
F~~ the mixing enhancement to occur for the system of area 25 to area 29, the duct 501 is diverging. From area 29 
FIG. 1, the total pressure pt of flow 4, defined as the pressure 3o to area 33, the duct 501 is converging. 
at which the flow is supplied from a reservoir must be The duct 501 comprises an effective outer wall 505, an 
between two thresholds. The reservoir used in the definition effective inner wall 507, a cross sectional area &,, at area 
can be either real or virtual, and is included in the flow 29, a maximum area at area 29 and an exit area Ae at 
generator 103. The lower threshold is equal to a*p,, where area 33. The cross sectional area &,, and the exit area Ae 
p, is the ambient static pressure and a is a number greater 35 are different in size. 
than 1. The upper threshold is equal to fl*p,, where fl is a As shown in FIG. 5,  the converging-diverging-converging 
number greater than a .  It is noted that, if the total pressure feature of the duct 501 is caused by the shape of the effective 
pt is very close to the ambient static pressure pa, i.e., if the outer wall 505. Equivalently, this feature can also be caused 
pressure difference across the duct is very small, there is by the shape of the effective inner wall 507, or by both 
only a subsonic flow (i.e., the Mach number M of the flow 4o effective walls. 
is strictly less than 1) in the duct 101, and there is no mixing The effective walls 505, 507 can be either rigid or fluid. 
enhancement downstream from the exit area 18. For example, the effective inner wall 507 can be formed by 
FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3C illustrate the range of the total a centerbody, or by an outer wall of a jet nozzle. In such 
pressure pt for which fluid mixing enhancement occurs for cases, the effective inner wall 507 is rigid. The effective 
the system of FIG. 1, downstream from the exit area 18. 45 inner wall 507 can also be formed by a boundary of a fluid 
of Pt equal to the lower stream, in which case, it is fluid. Aportion of either one of 
threshold which is the critical value a*p,. Referring to FIG. the effective walls 505, 507 can be formed by a transversal 
3A, when pt is equal to the critical value a*p,, a sonic flow, flow which shapes that Portion of that effective wall to 
i.e., a flow having Mach number M equal to 1, first appears satisfy the conditions for mixing enhancement. 
at the minimum area&,, of the duct. Downstream from the 50 The cross-sectional shape of the duct 501 can be annular 
minimum area kin, the flow decelerates back to a subsonic or oblong. If it is annular as shown in FIG. 2A, then the outer 
speed (i.e., Mach number Me1). The critical value a*p, surface So represents the effective outer wall 505 and the 
depends on the area ratio AJ&,, where Ae is the size of exit inner surface s, represents the effective inner wall 507. 
area and &,, is the size of the minimum area. Upstream If the cross-sectional shape of the duct 501 is oblong as 
from this minimum area &,,, the streamwise pressure 5s shown in FIG. 2B, then the upper surface S, represents the 
gradient dpidx is negative. Downstream from this minimum effective outer wall 505 and the lower surface S, represents 
area, the streamwise pressure gradient dpidx is positive. The the effective inner wall 507. 
mixing enhancement downstream from the duct exit area In the case where the cross-sectional shape of the duct 501 
starts occurring at this critical value pt=a*p,. is oblong, FIG. 5 represents the longitudinal sectional view 
FIG. 3B illustrates the case of pt having a value greater 60 of either one oblong duct 501, or at least two different 
than the critical value a*p, but smaller than the upper oblong ducts. If FIG. 5 represents the longitudinal sectional 
threshold fl*p,. Referring to FIG. 3B, a sonic flow (i.e., view of one oblong duct 501, then the midline of the 
M=l)  occurs at &,, and immediately results in a supersonic cross-sectional area of the oblong duct 501 has an angle 
flow (i.e., M>1) for a short length until a shock occurs which greater than 180 degrees. If FIG. 5 represents the longitu- 
renders the flow subsonic (i.e., Mel). The subsonic flow 65 dinal sectional view of at least two different oblong ducts, 
further decelerates in the remaining part of the duct. then the lower part of FIG. 5 represents a different oblong 
Upstream from the area where the shock occurs, the stream- duct, oppositely located from the duct 501. 
The above definition and discussion of the duct exit area 
Referring to 
FIG, 3~ illustrates the 
US 6,666,016 B2 
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For the case where the lower part of FIG. 5 represents a 
different oblong duct, the same flow generator 103 or a 
different flow generator can be used to generate a flow in the 
lower duct. The configuration of the lower duct and the 
generated flow in the lower duct satisfy the same conditions 
for mixing enhancement as the upper duct and the upper duct 
flow, but do not have to be identical to the configuration of 
the upper duct and the upper duct flow, respectively. 
Referring to FIG. 5, the flow generator 103 generates a 
subsonic flow 3 near the converging area 23. The flow 
generator 103 pressurizes the subsonic flow 3. Due to the 
configuration of the duct 501 and the pressure supplied by 
the flow generator 103, the subsonic flow 3 is accelerated 
toward area 25. When the subsonic flow 3 reaches area 25, 
it results in a sonic flow 5. 
The sonic flow 5 is accelerated toward the diverging area 
27, resulting in the accelerating flow 7 at the diverging area 
26. Flow 7 is accelerated toward area 29 which is larger than 
area 26, resulting in a supersonic flow 9 at area 29. The 
supersonic flow 9 is accelerated toward the converging area 
31, resulting in flow 11 at the converging area 31. Flow 11 
is subjected to a positive streamwise pressure gradient at 
area 31. Flow 11 results in flow 13 at the exit area 33. Flow 
13 is exhausted into the ambient. The configuration of the 
duct 501, the sonic flow 5 at area 25, and the positive 
streamwise pressure gradient in the flow 11 at area 31 
facilitate enhancement of fluid mixing downstream from the 
exit area 33. 
For the mixing enhancement to occur for the system of 
FIG. 5,  the total pressure pt of flow 5,  defined as the pressure 
at which the flow is supplied from a reservoir must be equal 
to or greater than a threshold. The reservoir used in the 
definition can be real or virtual, and included in the flow 
generator 103. The threshold is equal to the product of the 
ambient static pressure pa and a number y greater than 1. For 
the system of FIG. 5,  mixing enhancement occurs for any pt 
value which is equal to or greater than this threshold. Since 
there is no upper limit on the total pressure pt, the system of 
FIG. 5 can be used when the pressure ratio pJp, is in the 
range of moderate to high. 
FIGS. 6A through 6D illustrate the range of the total 
pressure pt for which fluid mixing enhancement occurs for 
the system of FIG. 5,  downstream from the exit area 33. 
Referring to FIG. 6A, for pt equal to the threshold y*p,, 
a sonic flow (i.e., M=l)  occurs at the minimum area of the 
duct, denoted as kin, and results in a supersonic flow (i.e., 
M>1) for the remaining length of the duct until a shock 
occurs at the exit area A,. This number y is primarily a 
function of the area size ratio Ae/ki , .  For the system of 
FIG. 5,  mixing enhancement starts occurring at pt equal to 
y*p, and occurs for all values of pt greater than y*p,. 
As shown in FIG. 6A, for pt=y*p,, downstream from the 
exit area, the flow is subsonic (i.e., Mel). 
As shown in FIG. 6B, for pt moderately greater than y*p,, 
oblique shocks (with Mach number M>1) are formed at the 
exit area. 
As shown in FIG. 6C, for pt equal to q*p, which is a 
certain value greater than y*p,, the flow emerges straight 
from the exit area without any shocks or expansions, with 
M>1 (this flow is also called the perfectly expanded jet). 
As shown in FIG. 6C, for values of pt greater than q*p,, 
expansion waves (having M>1) occur immediately down- 
stream from the duct exit area. 
Regardless of the nature of the flow downstream from the 
duct exit area, inside the duct, the flow is still sonic (i.e., 
8 
M=l) at the minimum area &,, and supersonic (i.e., M>1) 
for the remaining length of the duct. Thus, for the system of 
FIG. 5,  mixing enhancement occurs for all values of pt equal 
to or greater than y*p,. 
FIG. 7 is a graph illustrating the operating range of the 
pressure ratio pJp, for mixing enhancement as a function of 
the area size ratiosA,/&in andA,,IA,, where Ae is the exit 
area, &,, is the minimum area, and &, is the maximum 
area of the converging-diverging-converging duct 501. 
Referring to FIG. 7, each of the curves represents the 
threshold y for a distinct value of &,/A, For a particular 
value of &JAe, mixing enhancement occurs for values of 
pressure ratio pJp, which are above the corresponding 
curve. There is no upper limit above which mixing enhance- 
ment ceases to occur. The curves are calculated using 
well-established methods for inviscid, one-dimensional 
flow. Pressure ratio for steady-state operation is indicated by 
the heavy line. During start up, the nozzle must be subjected 
to a higher pressure ratio, indicated by the thin lines for each 
2o &,JAe, to expel the shock formed at the maximum area 
&,. The area ratio AJ&,, must be greater than the value 
at the beginning of each &,/A, curve, unless a variable- 
area nozzle is used. 
FIG. 8 is a third embodiment of the present invention, 
25 which comprises a duct 801, a flow generator 103, and a 
centerbody 809. From area 812 to area 816, the duct 801 is 
converging. From area 816 to area 820, the duct 801 is 
shown as constant for illustrative purposes only, it can also 
be diverging. From area 820 to 826, the duct 801 is diverg- 
ing. 
Referring to FIG. 8, the duct 801 comprises an effective 
outer wall 805, an effective inner wall 807, a cross sectional 
area &,, at area 816, and an exit area Ae at area 826. The 
35 cross sectional area&, is smaller than the exit area%. The 
effective inner wall 807 is formed by the centerbody 809. 
Since the centerbody 809 extends past the exit area 828, the 
effective inner wall 807 is longer than the effective outer 
wall 805. The present invention does not require that the 
4o centerbody be extended past the exit area. The endpoint 830 
of the centerbody 809 can also be coplanar with the duct exit 
area 826, or recessed from the termination of the duct 
effective outer wall 1205 (in which case, the duct exit area 
would be on the plane normal to the endpoint 830). The 
45 cross-sectional shape of duct 801 can be either annular or 
oblong. 
Referring to FIG. 8, the flow generator 103 generates a 
subsonic flow 814 near the converging area 812. The flow 
generator 103 pressurizes the subsonic flow 814. Due to the 
configuration of the duct 801 and the pressure provided by 
the flow generator 103, the subsonic flow 814 is accelerated 
toward area 816. When the subsonic flow 814 reaches area 
816, it results in a sonic flow 818. 
The sonic flow 818 is accelerated toward the exit area 
5s 826, resulting in flow 824 at the diverging area 822, and in 
flow 828 at the exit area 826. Flow 828 is exhausted into the 
ambient. Flow 824 is subjected to a positive streamwise 
pressure gradient at area 822. The configuration of the duct 
801, the sonic flow 818 at area 816, and the positive 
60 streamwise pressure gradient at area 822 facilitate enhance- 
ment of fluid mixing downstream from the exit area 828. 
For the mixing enhancement to occur for the system of 
FIG. 8, the total pressure pt of sonic flow 818 must be 
between two thresholds. The lower threshold is equal to 
65 a*p,, where pa is the ambient static pressure and a is a 
number greater than 1. The upper threshold is equal to fl*p,, 
where fl is a number greater than a .  These two thresholds are 
5 
lo 
30 . 
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the same as the ones discussed above for the system of FIG. Referring to FIG. 10, the duct 1001 comprises an effective 
1. The discussions relating to FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and FIG. 4 outer wall 1005, an effective inner wall 1007, a minimum 
also apply to the system of FIG. 8. cross sectional area &,, at area 1016, and an exit area A, at 
FIG. 9 illustrates a fourth embodiment of the present area 1024. The minimum cross sectional area&, is smaller 
invention, FIG. 9 shows a longitudinal sectional view of a 5 than the exit area%. The effective inner wall 1007 is formed 
converging-diverging-converging duct 901. From area 911 by the outer wall of the fluid stream nozzle 1009. The 
to area 915, the duct 901 is converging, From area 915 to cross-sectional shape of duct 1001 can be either annular or 
area 919, the duct 901 is diverging. From area 919 to area oblong. 
927, the duct 901 is converging. Referring to FIG. 10, the flow generator 103 generates a 
The duct 901 comprises an effective outer wall 905, an 10 subsonic flow 1014 near the converging area 1012. The flow 
effective inner wall 907, a cross sectional area &,, at area generator 103 pressurizes the subsonic flow 1014. Due to the 
915, a maximum area at area 919, and an exit area Ae configuration ofthe duct 1001 and the Pressure Provided by 
at area 927. The cross sectional area &,, and the exit area the flow generator 103, the subsonic flow 1014 is accelerated 
Ae are different in size. toward area 1016. When the subsonic flow 1012 reaches 
As shown in FIG. 9, the converging-diverging-converging area l o l 6 3  it in a sonic flow 'O1'. 
feature of the duct 901 is caused by the shape of the effective The sonic flow 1018 is accelerated toward the exit area 
inner wall 907. The effective inner wall 907 is formed by the 1024, resulting in flow 1022 near the diverging area 1020, 
outer wall of a centerbody 909. The centerbody 909, also and in flow 1026 at the exit area 1024. Flow 1026 is 
called a plug, does not have any fluid flowing though it, exhausted into the ambient. Flow 1022 is subjected to a 
Since the centerbody 909 extends past the exit area 927, the 2o Positive streamwise Pressure gradient at area 1020. The 
effective inner wall 907 is longer the effective outer wall configuration of the duct 1001, the sonic flow 1018 at area 
905. 1016, and the positive streamwise pressure gradient at area 
Referring to FIG, 9, the flow generator 103 generates a 1020 facilitate enhancement of mixing of the fluid stream 
subsonic flow 913 near the converging area 911, The flow 1028 downstream from the exit area 1024. Thus, in this 
generator 103 pressurizes the subsonic flow 913, D~~ to the 25 embodiment of the present invention, the axial flow in the 
the flow generator 103, the subsonic flow 913 is accelerated primary stream lo2' Of the fluid stream 
toward area 915. When the subsonic flow 913 reaches area For the mixing enhancement to occur for the system of 
915, it results in a sonic flow 917. FIG. 10, the total pressure pt of flow 1018 must be between me sonic flow 917 is accelerated toward the maximum 30 two thresholds. The lower threshold is equal to a*p,, where 
area 919 which is larger than area 915, in the p, is the ambient static pressure and a is a number greater 
supersonic flow 921 at the diverging area 919. From area than 1. The upper threshold is equal to fl*P,, where fl is a 
915 to area 919, the flow is supersonic, me supersonic flow number greater than a .  These two thresholds are the same as 
921 has maximum velocity, me supersonic flow 921 is 35 the ones discussed above for the system of FIG. 1. The 
decelerated toward the converging area 923, resulting in discussions relating to FIGS. 3B, 3 c  and FIG. 4 also 
flow 925 at the converging area 923. Flow 925 is subjected to the Of lo. 
to a positive streamwise pressure gradient at area 923. Flow FIG. 11 illustrates a sixth embodiment of the present 
925 results in flow 929 at the exit area 927. Flow 929 is invention. FIG. 11 shows a longitudinal sectional view of a 
exhausted into the ambient. It is noted that the ambient 4o converging-diverging-converging duct 1101. From area 
defined as the fluid medium surrounding the duct 901 can be 1111 to area 1115, the duct 1101 is converging. From area 
either motionless or in motion. An example of an ambient in 1115 to area 1119, the duct 1101 is diverging. From area 
motion is the ambient surrounding an engine exhaust of an 1119 to area 1127, the duct 1101 is converging. The fluid 
airplane in flight. stream nozzle 1109 has a fluid stream 1131 flowing through 
me configuration of the duct 901, the sonic flow 917 at 45 it. The fluid stream 1131 is also called the primary stream. 
area 915, and the positive streamwise pressure gradient in The duct 1101 comprises an effective outer wall 1105, an 
the flow 925 at area 923 facilitate enhancement of fluid effective inner wall 1107, a cross sectional area &,, at area 
mixing downstream from the exit area 927. 1115, a maximum area &, at area 1119, and an exit area 
For the mixing enhancement to occur for the system of Ae at area 1127. The Cross sectional area &in and the exit 
FIG. 9, the total pressure pt of flow 917, defined as the 50 area Ae are different in size. 
pressure at which the flow is supplied from a reservoir, must As shown in FIG. 11, the converging-diverging- 
be equal to or greater than a threshold. The reservoir used in converging feature of the duct 1101 is caused by the shape 
the definition can be real or virtual, and included in the flow of the effective outer wall 1105. The effective inner wall 
generator 103. The threshold is equal to the product of the 1107 is formed by the outer wall of a fluid stream nozzle 
ambient static pressure p, and a number y greater than 1. For 5s 1109. The exit area of the fluid stream nozzle 1109, as 
the system of FIG. 9, mixing enhancement occurs for any pt illustrated in FIG. 11, is coplanar with the exit area of the 
value which is equal to or greater than this threshold. Since duct 1101. It is important to note that the present invention 
there is no upper limit on the total pressure pn the system of does not require the fluid stream nozzle exit area and the 
FIG. 9 can be used when the pressure ratio pJp, is in the duct exit area to be coplanar. One of them can be upstream 
range of moderate to high. 60 from the other. In other words, the fluid stream nozzle 1109 
FIG. 10 is a fifth embodiment of the present invention, can also extend past the exit area 1127 or recess from the exit 
which comprises a duct 1001, a flow generator 103, and a area 1127. 
fluid stream nozzle 1009. From area 1012 to area 1016, the Referring to FIG. 11, the flow generator 103 generates a 
duct 1001 is converging. From area 1016 to 1024, the duct subsonic flow 1113 near the converging area 1111. The flow 
1001 is diverging. The fluid stream nozzle 1009 has a fluid 65 generator 103 pressurizes the subsonic flow 1113. Due to the 
stream 1028 flowing through it. The fluid stream 1028 is also configuration of the duct 1101 and the pressure supplied by 
called the primary stream. the flow generator 103, the subsonic flow 1113 is accelerated 
configuration of the duct 901 and the pressure supplied by duct acts as a secondary stream to enhance mixing in the 
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toward area 1115. When the subsonic flow 1113 reaches area 
1115, it results in a sonic flow 1117. 
ne sonic flow 1117 is accelerated toward the maximum 
area 1119 which is larger than area 1115, resulting in the 
does not require that the centerbody 1209 be extended past 
the exit area. The endpoint 1230 of the centerbody 1209 can 
also be coplanar with the duct exit area 1226, or recessed 
from the termination of the duct effective outer wall 1205 (in 
supersonic flow 1121 at the diverging area 1119, From area 5 which case, the duct exit area would be on the plane normal 
1115 to area 1119, the flow is supersonic, The supersonic to the endpoint 1230). The cross-sectiona1 shape Of duct 
flow 1121 has maximum velocity. The supersonic flow 1121 1201 can be either Or 
is decelerated toward the converging area 1123, resulting in 12, the flow generator lo3 generates a subsonic flow 1214 near the converging area 1212. The flow flow '12' at the 'Onverging area 1123' 1125 is generator 103 pressurizes the subsonic flow 1214. Due to the 
configuration of the duct 1201 and the pressure provided by subjected to a positive streamwise pressure gradient at area 1123. 1125 in flow 1129 at the exit area 1127. the flow generator 103, the subsonic flow 1214 is accelerated 
Flow 1129 is exhausted into the ambient 1133. It is noted toward area 1216, When the subsonic flow 1214 reaches 
that the ambient, defined as the fluid medium surrounding area 1216, it results in a sonic flow 1218, 
the duct 1101, can be either motionless or in motion. An The sonic flow 1218 is accelerated toward the exit area 
1226, resulting in flow 1224 at the diverging area 1222, and example of an ambient in motion is the ambient surrounding 15 
in flow 1228 at the exit area 1226. Flow 1228 is exhausted an engine exhaust of an airplane in flight. 
The configuration of the duct 1101, the sonic flow 1117 at into the ambient, ~l~~ 1224 is subjected to a positive 
area 1115, and the positive streamwise pressure gradient in streamwise pressure gradient at area 1222, 
the flow 1125 at area 1123 facilitate enhancement of mixing The configuration of the duct 1201, the sonic flow 1218 
of the fluid stream 1131 with the flow 1129 and the ambient 2o at area 1216, and the positive streamwise pressure gradient 
fluid 1133, downstream from the exit area 1127. Thus, in this in flow 1224 at area 1222 in proximity of the exit area 1226 
sixth embodiment of the present invention, the axial flow in facilitate enhancement of mixing of flow 1228 with the 
in the primary stream 1131 of the fluid stream nozzle 1109. ambient fluid 1232 is entrained into the ejector passage 1210 
For the mixing enhancement to occur for the system of 25 via the ejector inlet 1211, due to the action of the duct 
FIG. 11, the total Pressure Pt of flow 1117, defined as the exhausted flow 1228. The ambient fluid 1232 is also called 
pressure at which the flow is supplied from a reservoir, must the induced flow, ne exhausted flow 1228 acts as a motive 
be equal to Or greater than a threshold. The reservoir used in gas for the ejector of FIG. 12 which includes the centerbody 
the definition can be real or virtual, and included in the flow 1209, The fluid medium of the sonic flow 1218 can be a gas, 
generator 103. The threshold is equal to the product of the 30 a superheated vapor, or a 
Referring to 
the duct 'lo' acts as a secondary stream to enhance mixing ambient fluid 1232 downstream from the exit area 1228, The 
thereof, 
ambient static pressure Pa and a number Y greater than 1. For 
the system Of 11, mixing enhancement occurs for any 
Pt which is to Or greater than this 
Since there is no upper limit On the 
For the configuration of the ejector of FIG, 12 where the 
centerbody 1209 is replaced by the nozzle 1209Awhich has 
the fluid stream 1295 exiting at the nozzle exit area 1230A, 
pressure Pn the 35 both the duct exhausted flow 1228 and the fluid stream 1295 
system Of l1 can be used when the pressure ratio p h a  act as the motive fluids for the ejector. It is important to note 
that the fluid medium of the fluid stream 1295 can be a is in the range of moderate to high. 
FIG. 12 illustrates a first ejector of the present invention. liquid, a gas, a saturated liquid and vapor, or a superheated 
The first ejector of FIG. 12 comprises a duct 1201, a flow vapor. The ambient fluid 1232 is entrained into the ejector 
generator 10% and an ejector Passage 1210 which includes 40 passage 1210 via the ejector inlet 1211, due to the action of 
an ejector inlet 1211. The ejector of FIG. 12 also includes both the duct exhausted flow 1228 and the fluid stream 1295, 
either a centerbody 1209 or a nozzle 1209A. If the ejector of F~~ the exemplary configuration of the ejector, as shown in 
FIG. 12 includes the centerbody 1209, then there is no fluid FIG, 12, the ambient fluid 1232 is mixed with of flow 1228 
stream flowing through the centerbody 12092 and the ten- downstream from the duct exit area 1228, and with both flow 
terbody 1209 is terminated at a rigid termination 1230. If the 45 1228 and the fluid stream 1295 downstream from the nozzle 
ejector of FIG. 12 includes the nozzle 1209A, then there is exit area 1 2 3 0 ~ .  
a fluid stream 1295 flowing through and exiting the nozzle F~~ the mixing enhancement to occur for the system of 
FIG. 12, the total pressure pt of sonic flow 1218 must be 1209A at the nozzle exit area 1230A. 
Since the underlying Principle of operation for the ejector between two thresholds. The lower threshold is equal to 
centerbody 1209 Or the nozzle 1209A, for clarity of number greater than 1. The upper threshold is equal to fl*p,, 
description, the ejector of FIG. 12 including the centerbody where fl is a number greater than a .  These two thresholds are 
1209 will be discussed in detail. The differences between the the Same as the Ones discussed above for the system of FIG, 
ejector including the nozzle 1209Aand the ejector including 1. The discussions relating to FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and FIG. 4 
the centerbody 1209 will be pointed out. 5s also apply to the system of FIG. 12. 
From area 1212 to area 1216, the duct 1201 is converging. FIG. 13 illustrates a second ejector of the present inven- 
From area 1216 to area 1220, the duct 1201 is shown as tion. The second ejector of FIG. 13 comprises a duct 1301, 
constant for illustrative purposes only, it can also be diverg- a flow generator 103, and an ejector passage 1310 which 
ing. From area 1220 to 1226, the duct 1201 is diverging. includes an ejector inlet 1311. The second ejector of FIG. 13 
Referring to FIG. 12, the duct 1201 comprises an effective 60 also includes either a centerbody 1309 or a nozzle 1309A. If 
outer wall 1205, an effective inner wall 1207, a cross the ejector of FIG. 12 includes the centerbody 1309, then 
sectional area &,, at area 1216, and an exit area Ae at area there is no fluid stream flowing through the centerbody 
1226. The cross sectional area &,, is smaller than the exit 1309, and the centerbody 1309 is terminated at a rigid 
area Ae. The effective inner wall 1207 is formed by the termination 1330. If the ejector of FIG. 13 includes the 
centerbody 1209. Since the centerbody 1209 extends past 65 nozzle 1309A, then there is a fluid stream 1395 flowing 
the exit area 1226, the effective inner wall 1207 is longer through and exiting the nozzle 1309A at the nozzle exit area 
than the effective outer wall 1205. The present invention 1330A. 
of FIG. 12 is the same whether the ejector includes the so a*p,, where pa is the ambient static pressure and a is a 
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Since the underlying principle of operation for the ejector area 1330A, both the duct exhausted flow 1329 and the fluid 
of FIG. 13 is the same whether the ejector includes the stream 1395 act as the motive fluids for the ejector. It is 
centerbody 1309 or the nozzle 1309A, for clarity of important to note that the fluid medium of the fluid stream 
description, the ejector of FIG. 13 including the centerbody 1395 can be a liquid, a gas, a saturated liquid and vapor, or 
1309 will be discussed in detail. The differences between the s a superheated vapor. The ambient fluid 1332 is entrained 
ejector including the nozzle 1309Aand the ejector including into the ejector passage 1310 via the ejector inlet 1311, due 
the centerbody 1309 will be pointed out. to the action of both the duct exhausted flow 1329 and the 
FIG. 13 shows a longitudinal sectional view of a fluid stream 1395. For the exemplary configuration of the 
converging-diverging-converging duct 1301, From area ejector, as shown in FIG. 13, the ambient fluid 1332 is mixed 
1311 to area 1315, the duct 1301 is converging, From area 10 with of flow 1329 downstream from the duct exit area 1327, 
1315 to area 1319, the duct 1301 is diverging, From area and with both flow 1329 and the fluid stream 1395 down- 
1319 to area 1327, the duct 1301 is converging. 
The duct 1301 comprises an effective outer wall 1305, an 
effective inner wall 1307, a cross sectional area &,, at area 
1315, a maximum area 
Ae at area 1327. The cross sectional area &,, and the exit 
area Ae are different in size. 
shown in FIG, 13, the converging-diverging- 
stream from the nozzle exit area 1330A. 
For the mixing ~ ~ h m c e m e n t  to Occur for the system of 
FIG. 13, the total Pressure Pt of flow 1317, defined as the 
at area 1319, and an exit area 15 pressure at which the flow is supplied from a reservoir, must 
be equal to or greater than a threshold. The reservoir used in 
the definition can be real or virtual, and included in the flow 
generator 103. The threshold is equal to the product of the 
converging feature of the duct 1301 is caused by the shape ambient static pressure Pa and a number 'r greater than 1. For 
of the effective inner wall 1307. The effective inner wall 2o the system of FIG. 13, mixing enhancement occurs for any 
1307 is formed by the outer wall of a centerbody 1309. The Pt 
centerbody 1309, also called a plug, does not have any fluid Since there is no upper limit On the pressure Pt, the 
flowing though it. Since the centerbody 1309 extends past system of FIG. 13 can be used when the Pressure ratio P h a  
the exit area 1327, the effective inner wall 1307 is longer the is in the range Of moderate to high. 
effective outer wall 1305. The present invention does not 25 FIG. 14 is an inverted ejector which includes the embodi- 
require that the centerbody 1309 be extended past the exit ment of FIG. 1 of the present invention. The inverted ejector 
area. The endpoint 1330 of the centerbody 1309 can also be of FIG. 14 comprises a duct 1401, a flow generator 103, and 
coplanar with the duct exit area 1327, or recessed from the an ejector passage 1410 which includes an ejector inlet 1411. 
termination of the duct effective outer wall 1305 (in which The ejector Passage 1410 has a Passage exit area 1430. 
case, the duct exit area would be on the plane normal to the 30 From area 1412 to area 1416, the duct 1401 is converging. 
endpoint 1330). The cross-sectional shape of duct 1301 can From area 1416 to 1426, the duct 1401 is diverging. 
be either annular or oblong. Referring to FIG. 14, the duct 1401 comprises an effective 
Referring to FIG. 13, the flow generator 103 generates a outer wall 1405, an effective inner wall 1407, a cross 
subsonic flow 1313 near the converging area 1311. The flow 35 sectional area &,, at area 1416, and an exit area Ae at area 
generator 103 pressurizes the subsonic flow 1313. Due to the 1426. The cross sectional area &,, is smaller than the exit 
configuration of the duct 1301 and the pressure supplied by area Ae. The effective inner wall 1407 is formed by the 
the flow generator 103, the subsonic flow 1313 is accelerated ejector passage 1410. The cross-sectional shape of duct 1401 
toward area 1315. When the subsonic flow 1313 reaches can be either annular or oblong. 
area 1315, it results in a sonic flow 1317. Referring to FIG. 14, the flow generator 103 generates a 
The sonic flow 1317 is accelerated toward the maximum subsonic flow 1414 near the converging area 1412. The flow 
area 1319 which is larger than area 1315, resulting in the generator 103 pressurizes the subsonic flow 1414. Due to the 
supersonic flow 1321 at the diverging area 1319. From area configuration of the duct 1401 and the pressure provided by 
1315 to area 1319, the flow is supersonic. The supersonic the flow generator 103, the subsonic flow 1414 is accelerated 
flow 1321 has maximum velocity. The supersonic flow 1321 45 toward area 1416. When the subsonic flow 1414 reaches 
is decelerated toward the converging area 1323, resulting in area 1416, it results in a sonic flow 1418. 
flow 1325 at the converging area 1323. Flow 1325 is The sonic flow 1418 is accelerated toward the exit area 
subjected to a positive streamwise pressure gradient at area 1426, resulting in flow 1424 at the diverging area 1422, and 
1323. Flow 1325 results in flow 1329 at the exit area 1327. in flow 1428 at the exit area 1426. Flow 1428 is exhausted 
Flow 1329 is exhausted into the ambient. into the ambient. Flow 1424 is subjected to a positive 
The configuration of the duct 1301, the sonic flow 1317 streamwise pressure gradient at area 1422. 
at area 1315, and the positive streamwise pressure gradient The configuration of the duct 1401, the sonic flow 1418 
in the flow 1325 at area 1323 in proximity of the exit area at area 1416, and the positive streamwise pressure gradient 
1327 facilitate enhancement of mixing of the duct exhausted in flow 1424 at area 1422 in proximity of the exit area 1426 
flow 1329 with the ambient fluid 1332 downstream from the 55 facilitate enhancement of mixing of flow 1428 with the 
exit area 1327. ambient fluid 1432 downstream from the exit area 1428. The 
The ambient fluid 1332 is entrained into the ejector ambient fluid 1432 is entrained into the ejector passage 1410 
passage 1310 via the ejector inlet 1311, due to the action of via the ejector inlet 1411, due to the action of the duct 
the duct exhausted flow 1329. The ambient fluid 1332 is also exhausted flow 1428. The ambient fluid 1432 is also called 
called the induced flow. The exhausted flow 1329 acts as a 60 the induced flow. The exhausted flow 1428 acts as a motive 
motive gas for the second ejector of FIG. 13 which includes gas for the ejector of FIG. 14. 
the centerbody 1309. The fluid medium of the sonic flow The fluid medium of the sonic flow 1418 can be a gas, a 
1317 can be a gas, a superheated vapor, or a combination superheated vapor, or a combination thereof. 
thereof. For the mixing enhancement to occur for the system of 
For the configuration of the second ejector of FIG. 13 65 FIG. 14, the total pressure pt of sonic flow 1418 must be 
where the centerbody 1309 is replaced by the nozzle 1309A between two thresholds. The lower threshold is equal to 
which has the fluid stream 1395 exiting at the nozzle exit a*pa, where pa is the ambient static pressure and a is a 
which is to Or greater than this 
4o 
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number greater than 1. The upper threshold is equal to >*pa, 
where fl is a number greater than a .  These two thresholds are 
as discussed above for the system of FIG. 1. The discussions 
relating to FIGS, 3 4  3B, 3c and FIG, 4 also apply to the 
system of FIG. 14. 
FIG. 15 is a system which includes the embodiment of 
to enhance mixing in the exhaust of a turbofan engine. The 
is equal to aA*p,, where p, is the ambient static pressure and 
aA is a number greater than 1. The upper threshold is equal 
to flA*p,, where flA is a number greater than aA. These two 
thresholds are as discussed above for the system of FIG. 1. 
5 The discussions relating to FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and FIG. 4 
also apply to the duct 1500A of the system of FIG. 15. 
of the system of FIG. 15, the total pressure pt of sonic flow 
1518B must be between two thresholds. The lower threshold 
FIG, 1 of the present invention, Such a system can be used For the mixing enhancement to Occur for the duct 
system Of l5 is not limited to this turbofan engine is equal to aB*p,, where p, is the ambient static pressure and 
at least lo aB is a number greater than 1, The upper threshold is equal Other 
to flB*pa, where fl, is a number greater than aB. These two 
thresholds are as discussed above for the system of FIG. 1. 
The discussions relating to FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and FIG. 4 
also apply to the duct 1500B of the system of FIG. 15. 
FIGS. 16A and 16B present experimental results on the 
system illustrated by FIG. 8. Diagnostic techniques corn- 
prised schlieren photography and measurements of the cen- 
terline Mach number using a pitot probe. The flows in FIGS. 
16Aand 16B have the same nozzle pressure ratio (1.8), same 
ideally-expanded Mach number (0.9), same velocity (410 
mis), and same mass flow rate. In FIG. 16A, the duct formed 
by the plug and outer surface of the nozzle is converging, 
hence the pressure gradient in the proximity of the exit is 
F~~~ area 151213 to area 1516B, the duct 150013 is 25 negative. The mixing of the jet with the ambient is modest. 
diverging. of the nozzle is converging-diverging, hence the pressure 
gradient in the proximity of the exit is positive. Mixing of Referring to FIG. 15, the duct 1500A comprises an the jet with the ambient is increased substantially, consistent effective outer wall 1505A, an effective inner wall 1507A, a with the method described in this patent. The mixing cross sectional area kinP at area 1516A, and an exit area 30 enhancement is quantified further by the reduction in cen- 
terline Mach number from 0.75 in FIG. 16A to 0.48 in FIG. AeP at area 1526A. The cross sectional area kinP is 
16B. smaller than the exit area AeP. The effective inner wall 1507A is formed by the centerbody 1509. 
FIGS. 17A and 17B present experimental schlieren 
15, the duct 1500B comprises an images of the system illustrated by FIG. 10. The fluid stream 
effective outer wall 1505B, an effective inner wall 1507B, a 35 consisted of air issuing from a supersonic nozzle at Mach 
%p at area 1526B. The cross single stream, without which mixes very slowly with 
than the exit area Aep. The effective inner wall 1507B is the surrounding air, FIG, 17B depicts the Same stream of 
4o FIG. 17A now surrounded by an annular coflow with pres- formed by the centerbody 1509. 
The discussion relating to the duct 101 of FIG. 1 also sure ratio 1.8, issuing from a converging-diverging annular 
applies to the inner and outer ducts 1500A and 1500B of duct. In FIG. 17B, the mixing of the supersonic stream with 
FIG. 15. the coflow and with the ambient air is increased 
Flow generator 103Agenerates a flow 1514Afor the duct substantially, consistent with the method described in this 
1500A. Flow generator 103B generates a flow 1514B for the 45 patent. 
duct 1500B. FIG. 18 is a graph of centerline Mach number as a 
The sonic flow 1518A is accelerated toward the exit area function of axial distance x which is normalized by the exit 
1526A, resulting in flow 1524Aat the diverging area 1522A, diameter D, of the fluid stream nozzle. Open symbols 
and in flow 1528A at the exit area 1526A. Flow 1528A is represent the flow of FIG. 17A and solid symbols represent 
exhausted into the ambient. Flow 1524A is subjected to a the flow of FIG. 17B. At a given axial location, reduction of 
positive streamwise pressure gradient at area 1522A. The the centerline Mach number indicates mixing enhancement. 
configuration of the duct 1500A, the sonic flow 1518A at Starting at x/D,,,,=3, the centerline Mach numbers corre- 
area 1516A, and the positive streamwise pressure gradient at sponding to the flow of FIG. 17B are considerably lower that 
area 1522A facilitate enhancement of fluid mixing down- those of the flow FIG. 17A. This is further evidence of the 
stream from the exit area 1528A. 55 mixing enhancement achieved using the methods of this 
The sonic flow 1518B is accelerated toward the exit area Patent. 
1526B, resulting in flow 1524B at the diverging area 1522B, Mixing enhancement is desirable for a large number of 
and in flow 1528B at the exit area 1526B. Flow 1528B is applications. The following are some of the applications of 
exhausted into the ambient. Flow 1524B is subjected to a the system of the present invention. 
positive streamwise pressure gradient at area 1522B. The 60 The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as the exhaust of a turbojet 
configuration of the duct 1500B, the sonic flow 1518B at engine. The effective inner wall of the duct is formed by the 
area 1516B, and the positive streamwise pressure gradient at outer shell of a turbine exhaust and the effective inner wall 
area 1522B facilitate enhancement of fluid mixing down- is formed by a plug nozzle of the turbine exhaust. 
stream from the exit area 1528B. The duct of FIG. 9 can be used as the exhaust of a turbojet 
For the mixing enhancement to occur for the duct 1500A 65 engine. The effective inner wall of the duct is formed by the 
of the system of FIG. 15, the total pressure pt of sonic flow outer shell of a turbine exhaust and the effective inner wall 
1518Amust be between two thresholds. The lower threshold is formed by a plug nozzle of the turbine exhaust. 
one of the embodiments of the present invention can also in 
used in a turbofan engine application. 
The system of FIG. 5 comprises a centerbody 1509, an 
inner duct 1500A and an outer duct 1500B. The system also 
includes two flow generators 103A and 10313. The configu- 
ration and operation of the inner duct 1500A is the same as 
the ones for the converging-diverging duct 101 of FIG. 1. 
The configuration and operation of the outer duct 1500B is 
also the same as the one for the converging-diverging duct 
101 of FIG. 1. 
From area 1512A to area 1516A, the duct 1500A is 
converging. From area 1516A to 1526A, the duct 1500A is 
diverging. 
20 . 
converging. From area 1516B to 1526B, the duct 1500B is In 16B, the duct formed by the Plug and Outer surface 
Referring to 
cross area k i n a  at area 1516B, and an exit area number 1.5 and velocity of 430 m/s, FIG, 17A depicts the 
areakifip is 
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The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as the exhaust of a 
turboprop engine. The effective inner wall of the duct is 
formed by the outer shell of a turbine exhaust and the 
effective inner wall is formed by a plug nozzle of the turbine 
exhaust. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as the exhaust of a 
turboshaft engine. The effective inner wall of the duct is 
formed by the outer shell of a turbine exhaust and the 
effective inner wall is formed by a plug nozzle of the turbine 
exhaust. 
Duct 1001 of FIG. 10 can be used as a compressor bleed 
exhaust of a turbojet engine, where a portion of the com- 
pressor air is used to enhance mixing in the exhaust. 
Duct 1001 of FIG. 10 can be used as a compressor bleed 
exhaust of a turboprop engine, where a portion of the 
compressor air is used to enhance mixing in the exhaust. 
Duct 1001 of FIG. 10 can be used as a compressor bleed 
exhaust of a turboshaft engine, where a portion of the 
compressor air is used to enhance mixing in the exhaust. 
Duct 1001 of FIG. 10 can be used as the fan exhaust of 
a separated-flow turbofan engine. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as the core exhaust of a 
separated-flow turbofan engine. The effective inner wall of 
the duct is formed by the outer shell of a core and the 
effective inner wall is formed by a plug nozzle of the core. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as the mixed-flow exhaust 
of a mixed-flow turbofan engine, where the effective outer 
wall of the duct is formed by the outer shell of the mixed- 
flow nozzle and the effective inner wall is formed by the 
plug nozzle of the mixed-flow exhaust. 
Duct 1001 of FIG. 10 can be used as a compressor bleed 
exhaust of a mixed-flow turbofan engine, where a portion of 
the compressor air is used to enhance mixing in the mixed- 
flow exhaust. 
Duct 1001 of FIG. 10 can be used as a partial fan exhaust 
of a mixed-flow turbofan engine, where a portion of the fan 
air is used to enhance mixing in the mixed-flow exhaust. 
The duct of FIG. 9 can be used as the exhaust of the core 
stream of a separated-flow turbofan engine. 
The duct of FIG. 9 can be used as the mixed-flow exhaust 
of a mixed-flow turbofan engine. 
Duct 1101 of FIG. 11 can be used as the fan exhaust of a 
separated-flow turbofan engine. 
Duct 1101 of FIG. 11 can be used as a partial fan exhaust 
of a mixed-flow turbofan engine. 
Duct 1101 of FIG. 11 can be used as a compressor bleed 
exhaust of a turbine engine. 
The system of FIG. 15 can be used as the exhaust of a 
separated-flow turbofan engine. 
The system of FIG. 12 can be used as an ejector of a jet 
engine to increase pumping efficiency of the ejector. 
The system of FIG. 13 can be used as an ejector of a jet 
engine to increase pumping efficiency of the ejector. 
The system of FIG. 12 can be used as an ejector of a fluid 
Pump. 
The system of FIG. 13 can be used as an ejector of a fluid 
Pump. 
The system of FIG. 14 can be used as an ejector of a fluid 
Pump. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
reciprocating engine. 
The duct of FIG. 9 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
reciprocating engine. 
18 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
reciprocating engine and the sonic flow in the duct is the 
oxidizer. 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
5 reciprocating engine and the fluid medium of the sonic flow 
in the duct is fuel. 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
turbine engine and the fluid medium of the sonic flow in the 
duct is air. 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
turbine engine and the fluid medium of the sonic flow in the 
duct is fuel. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
1~ ramjet engine. 
The duct of FIG. 9 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
ramjet engine. 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
ramjet engine. 
The system of FIG. 11 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
ramjet engine. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
supersonic combustion ramjet engine. 
The duct of FIG. 9 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
supersonic combustion ramjet engine. 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
supersonic combustion ramjet engine. 
The system of FIG. 11 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
supersonic combustion ramjet engine. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
furnace. 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a fuel injector of a 
35 furnace. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as a fuel injector of an 
incinerator. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as a fuel injector of an 
industrial burner. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as a fuel injector in a 
rocket engine. 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a fuel injector in a 
main burner of a rocket engine where the fluid medium of 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a fuel injector in a 
pre-burner of a rocket engine where the fluid medium of the 
sonic flow comprises gaseous fuel. 
The duct of FIG. 8 can be used as an injector of gas into 
the laser cavity of a chemical laser. 
The duct of FIG. 9 can be used as an injector of gas into 
the laser cavity of a chemical laser. 
The duct of FIG. 10 can be used as an injector of gas into 
ss the laser cavity of a chemical laser. 
The duct of FIG. 11 can be used as an injector of one or 
more chemical gases into the laser cavity of a chemical laser. 
The system of FIG. 10 can be used as a spray injector. 
The system of FIG. 11 can be used as a spray injector. 
While this invention has been described with reference to 
illustrative embodiments, this description is not intended to 
be construed in a limiting sense. Various modifications of the 
illustrative embodiments, as well as other embodiments of 
65 the invention, which are apparent to persons skilled in the art 
to which the invention pertains are deemed to lie within the 
spirit and scope of the invention. 
10 
20 
2s 
30 
40 
45 the sonic flow comprises gaseous fuel. 
so 
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What is claimed is: 14. The method of claim 1 wherein configuring the duct 
1. A method for enhancing fluid mixing, the method comprises configuring the duct such that the first cross- 
sectional area is larger than the exit area, and the speed of the 
(a) configuring a duct to have an effective outer wall, an first flow region is greater than the local speed of sound. 
effective inner wall, a cross-sectional shape, a first 5 15. The method of claim 14 wherein generating the first 
cross-sectional area and an exit area, the first cross- flow region comprises generating the first flow region such 
sectional area and the exit area being different in size; that the total pressure of the first flow region is greater than 
and a third threshold, the third threshold being equal to a product 
(b) generating a first flow region at the first cross-sectional of an ambient static pressure and a third number, the third 
area between the effective outer and inner walls, by a number being greater than 1. 
flow generator, the first flow region having a total 16. The method of claim 14 wherein operation (b) com- 
pressure and a speed equal to or greater than a local prises the operations of 
speed of sound, the first flow region resulting in a accelerating a third flow region having a subsonic speed 
second flow region subjected to a positive streamwise at a second cross-sectional area located upstream from 
pressure gradient in proximity of the exit area, the the first cross-sectional area; and 
second flow region being mixed with at least an adja- accelerating a fourth flow region having a sonic speed at 
cent fluid; wherein configuring the duct comprises a third cross-sectional area located between the first 
configuring the duct to have an annular or oblong cross-sectional area and the second cross-sectional 
cross-sectional shape. area, the third cross-sectional area being smaller than 
2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the operation the first and second cross-sectional areas, the fourth 
of disposing a centerbody inside the duct such that the 20 flow resulting from the third flow region, the first flow 
effective inner wall is formed by the centerbody. region resulting from the fourth flow region. 
3. The method of claim 1 wherein a portion of the 17. A system for enhancing fluid mixing, the system 
effective outer wall is formed by a transversal flow. 
4. The method of claim 1 wherein a portion of the (a) a duct, the duct having an effective outer wall, an 
effective inner wall is formed by a transversal flow. effective inner wall, a cross-sectional shape, a first 
5. The method of claim 1 wherein configuring the duct cross-sectional area and an exit area, the first cross- 
comprises configuring the duct such that at least one of the sectional area and the exit area being different in size; 
effective inner and outer walls is rigid. and 
6. The method of claim 1 further comprising the operation (b) a flow generator coupled to the duct, the flow gen- 
of disposing a fluid stream nozzle, having a nozzle outer 30 erator generating a first flow region at the first cross- 
wall, inside the duct such that the effective inner wall is sectional area between the effective outer and inner 
formed by the nozzle outer wall. walls, the first flow region having a total pressure and 
7. The method of claim 1 further comprising the operation a speed equal to or greater than a local speed of sound, 
of disposing a fluid stream, having a fluid boundary, inside the first flow region resulting in a second flow region 
proximity of the exit area, the second flow region being fluid boundary. mixed with at least an adjacent fluid; wherein the 8. The method of claim 1 further comprising the operation cross-sectional shape of the duct is annular or oblong. 
18. The system of claim 17 wherein the effective inner of disposing a fluid stream nozzle, having a nozzle outer wall, adjacent to the duct such that the effective inner wall 
19. The system of claim 17 wherein a portion of the is formed by the nozzle outer wall. 
9. The method of claim 1 further comprising the operation 
of disposing a fluid stream, having a fluid boundary, adjacent 20, The system of claim 17 wherein a portion of the 
to the duct such that the effective inner wall is formed by the 
fluid boundary. 21. The system of claim 17 wherein at least one of the 
comprises configuring the duct such that the first cross- 22. The system of claim 17 the effective inner wall is 
sectional area is smaller than the exit area, and the speed of formed by an outer wall of a jet nozzle. 
the first flow region is equal to the local speed of sound. 23. The system of claim 17 wherein the effective inner 
11. The method of claim 10 wherein generating the first wall is formed by a boundary of a jet. 
flow region comprises generating the first flow region such SO 24. The system of claim 17 wherein the first cross- 
that the total pressure of the first flow region is between a sectional area is smaller than the exit area, and the speed of 
first threshold and a second threshold, the first threshold the first flow region is equal to the local speed of sound. 
being equal to a product of an ambient static pressure and a 25. The system of claim 24 wherein the total pressure of 
first number, the second threshold being equal to a product the first flow region is between a first threshold and a second 
of the ambient static pressure and a second number, the first ss threshold, the first threshold being equal to a product of an 
and second numbers being greater than 1. ambient static pressure and a first number, the second 
12. The method of claim 10 wherein operation (b) com- threshold being equal to a product of the ambient static 
prises the operation of accelerating a third flow region pressure and a second number, the first and second numbers 
having a subsonic speed at a second cross-sectional area being greater than 1. 
located upstream from the first cross-sectional area, the 60 26. The system of claim 24 wherein the flow generator 
second cross-sectional area being larger than the first cross- accelerates a third flow region having a subsonic speed at a 
sectional area, the first flow region resulting from the third second cross-sectional area located upstream from the first 
flow region. cross-sectional area, the second cross-sectional area being 
13. The method of claim 1 wherein the first flow region larger than the first cross-sectional area. 
comprises one selected from the group of a gas, a super- 65 27. The system of claim 17 wherein the first cross- 
heated vapor and a combination of a gas and a superheated sectional area is larger than the exit area, and the speed of the 
vapor. first flow region is greater than the local speed of sound. 
comprising the operations o f  
comprising: 
25 
the duct such that the effective inner wall is formed by the 35 subjected to a positive streamwise pressure gradient in 
wall is formed by a centerbody, 
effective outer wall is formed by a transversal flow, 
effective inner wall is formed by a transversal flow, 
40 
10. The method of claim 1 wherein configuring the duct 45 effective inner and outer walls is rigid. 
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28. The system of claim 27 wherein the total pressure of 
the first flow region is greater than a third threshold, the third 
threshold being equal to a product of an ambient static 
pressure and a third number, the third number being greater 
than 1. 
29. The system of claim 27 wherein the flow generator 
accelerates a third flow region having a subsonic speed at a 
second cross-sectional area located upstream from the first 
cross-sectional area, and accelerates a fourth flow region 
having a sonic speed at a third cross-sectional area located i o  core. 
between the first cross-sectional area and the second cross- 
than the first and second cross-sectional areas, the fourth 
flow region resulting from the third flow region, the first 
flow region resulting from the fourth flow region. 
30. The system of claim 17 wherein the duct is an exhaust 
s of a fan of a separated-flow turbofan engine. 
31. The system of claim 17 wherein the duct is an exhaust 
of a core of a separated-flow turbofan engine, the effective 
outer wall being formed by an outer shell of the core and the 
effective inner wall being formed by a plug nozzle of the 
sectional area, the third cross-sectional area being smaller * * * * *  
